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THE,VALUE OF EARLY-GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES

There is a, trend in this nation to remove social studies educatioh

from the formal school curriculum through the third grade. Texas has

already acted. Research evidence shows such action has serious impli-

cations. My purpose here is to present and synthesize selected research

on political socialization so that:decisions concerning early-grade

social studies might be more informed.

The related research is aligned on a central point: The bulk of

an individual's political self is learned. The occurrence of citizens

who are positively oriented toward the institutions andprinciples of

a democratic political system, and who are committed to informed par-
.

.

ticipation in such-a system, does not just happen. Indeed, people "are

not born citizens of a particular nation=state. They are developed into

citizens over time" (Dawson, 1980, p. 84). This."process of induction

into the political culdire" (Almond & Coleman, 1960), is known as

--political socialization.

What is Learned When?

There is the widely.held assumption that our early learnimg

strongly affects the kind of adults we will become. On this assumption,

we"justify,everything'from preschool and Sunday school to good toilet

training and the removal pf children from abusive home environments;

with this maximwe strive to protect children from physical.and mental
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deprivation and the acquisition of "bad habits." In short, much of

soCiety's normatiye order is based on this idea that the foundation

for adult attitudes, values, knowledge, skills,and behavior is built
tq.4

in early childhood. For this reason, too, we want our children to

have skillful teachers, less violence on TV,good friends,and a moral

upbringing. In whatever ways our vgues ead us to define "good friends"

ancy'moral upbringiflg," such desires for our children are nevertheless

rooted,in the fundamental belief that early learning does make a critical

difference in a person's adult life. '

Social science researchers have attempted to get a grasp onthis

assumed pe;-sistence of early political learning into adulthood.

:Though more research is needed in this araa, Weissberg (1974) points

out that "at least some consensus exists tmong scholars on what types

of early learning, at what points in childhood, are,relaiively more

import'ant for Anfluencing adult political orientations" (p. 24).
a

Weissberg points to three different models of political social-

ization which appear at first glance to contradict each other. These

models are Se primacy model, the intermediate model: and the recency,

model. \

The primacy model. According to this model, thepulitical learn-

ing that i acquired in early childhood is the most profound-becadse

it forms,the core of a person's political identjty. This core includes

basic loyalties to political institutions, symbols, histdrical figures,

and ideologies. Though it can be modified by later learning, this ---

core defines the outer boundaries of that learning. As Weissberg

J
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describes the primacy model, it allows for only, superficial change.of

the core political identity as an individuaj matunes. In his words,

"although the intellectual justifications for one's political attach-

ments become more sophisticated and complex with age, the basic

attachments themselves remain stable" (p. 27):. The work of Greenstein

(1965) and Dawson and Prewitt (1969)-supports the primacy model:

The intermediates model. The intermediate model views later child-

hood)and the adolescent years as the period when the most important

polttical learning occUrs. This model focuSes not on basic loyalties*.

, and attachments, but on learning associated with political participation.,

partisan preference, and the learning of general political knowledge.

Easton and Hess (1962) specify the Period between ages'eleven and thir-

teen as,the period of maximum political learning.

The recqncy model. The-researchers who advance the recency model,

such aS Almond and Verba (1963) and Jennings and Niemi (1968), designate

those experiences that are'closest in time to adulthood as having the

greatest influence on the politiscal choices and activity of adults.

According to thi.s model,.the relative immaturity of children's conceptual

tools prevents their comprehension of most of the circumstantial issdes
,

and ideas that attend adult political behavior. Accorjing to this model,

early learning by young minds clanot be expected to have a significant,

post-adolescent impact, especially when compared to.the impact of actual

adult invorvement in political activity.

iJ

.r

k.
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While they appear to conflict, these models actaally complement

each other. Weissberg saw this and reconciled them into a single

broad model. In it, early political learning, as argued by the primacy

model,'establishes an individual's broad but bdsic political identity,
4

loyalties, and ideologies. This eanly political socialization acts

as.a "filter"Gand, to one degree or another, confines the later,

more specific learnings of political information and 4titudes, parti-

san preferences, and political participation. While the earlier

-learning of the primacy period establishes the fundamental skeleton
4

of an individual's political sAf, the later learning of the inter-
.

mediate,and recency periods adds flesh to the bones. There ars, of

dourse, exceptional cases in which later learnin'g may alter the basic

structure,tut the rule is that early political 'socialization produces

a elatively,stable c4e into whixh any later political learning

tends to fit. As Weissberg puts it, "details, but not the basics,

are changed" (p, 28).

In short,*different kinds of political learning oecur in succes-

ive periods of an individual's life. This learning begins in early

childhood and continues into theadults daily experience. Early

learninglays the foundation and, therefore, is the most important.

4
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The Role of the School in Political Learning

Throughout/the three socialization periods, political learning

occurs as an individual interacts with the social environment. This

interaction is of two types: direcl and indirect (Dawson and.Prewitt,

1969). Examples of directm-odes of Political learning include imita-

tion of the political behavior of role models, actual political

experience and political education. fndirect politial learnina is

distinguished by a two-step *cess. Orientations and behaviors are,

acquired in apparently non-political contexts; these orient,vions and

.behaviors are later used'in political contexts (Greenstein, 1960).

For example, children who learn to speak one at a time during "show

5

and tell" activities might later be oriented to listen before speaking &

in a political discussion. The interplay of direct and indirect learn-

ing equip an individual with the unique repertoire of political identity,

loyalties, knowledge, and behavior that comprf'se his or her political

self.

The school is an important source of political learning, both

direGt and indirect (Key, 1961; Almond & Verba; 1963). .Generally,

children spend more waking hours at school than anywhere except home7'

The potency of the school as an agent of political socialirzation

depends to a degree upon the amount and nature of the political social-
.

ization that is occurring jn the child's other environments. It

appears, for example, that the political orientations of children of

low socioeconomic status (SES) families are influenced to a greater

extent by the school, environment than by the home or peer environment.
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.Low-SES chilidren have significantly fewer political discussions at

home where their Parents are less interested in-politics than are_

middle-class parents,(Hess & Torney, 1967; Gi-eenstein, 1965). Because

lower-class children receive less political socialization outside of

school, the direct and indirect political sociallization that occurs in

schools is all the more influential..

For children from Middle-and high-SES homes, the political social-
_

ization that occurs in schools is also ,important. It'reinforces and

structures the political ortentations that have'already been initially

developed at home. For these middle-and high-SES children, the poli-

tidal sociafization acquired at school is, in Langton and Jennings'

(1968) words, "redundant," but it may well be because of this redundancy

that'these middle- and. upper-SES children develop more confident

political selves than the lower-SES children do. Without the school

reinforcement, these children might notdevelop the degree of political

efficacy and competence that they tend to exhibit.

To summarize,research indicates that the school's role in the

political socialization of,children should r,ot be taken lightly. For

some 'children, the political learning that qccurs at school strengthens

what has already been learned elsewhere. For others, the school is

where such learning initially occurs,.

The ROle of Social Studies in Political Learning

Having establishedthe imPortance of the school in the political

socialization of.children does not necessarily establish the ImportanCe

of the social studies curriculum within the school. After all, it is
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evident that a gOod deal of political socialization occurs at School
4

but outside Of the social studies Gurriculum. Indeedr, the informal),

"hidden" curr,culum of the school provides students with indirect

political instruction that may equal or surpass the direct political

iNstruction provided them:in the social studies curriculum (cf.,

Giroux, 1979; Illich,-1971; Kozol, 1975). One only has to peer into

an elementary classroom in February, with its striking configuration

of log cabins, cherry trees, and vaientines, to begin to understand

the political socialization octuring informally throughout the school

The importance of the social sstud-ks curriculum in the political

socialization of children, then, does not lie in a nailte claim'that

without the social studies curriculum no political soCialization would

occur. Rather, it lies in tile understanding that the social studies

curriculum is that part of the school curriculum where systematic,

"uahidden".political socialization occurs. In-the social studies

curriculum, children receive direct instruction about the family, the

communtit9, states, the nation, and the world; about democratic ideals

and processes, and about themselves as participants. 5ocial stu'ies

is th,t part of the school curriculum where the "basics" of young
, .

children's political identities are shaped directly a-pd overtly in the

direction of democratic citizenship.

7

It is reasonable to conclUde, therefore, that.the removal of social

studies curriculum from the early grades woufd have an impact on the induc-

tion of children 'into the political culture of this nption. Its remoVal

would accomplish the elimination of what is perhaps the key,sourcp of
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direct political learning from children's lives just when the foundatioo

of their political selves is being formed. An avowed democratic spciety

plaCes itself.in a tHoroughly tenuous positioh when-it considers leaving

such a critical task as political socialization'to thance rather than
?

addressing'it directly as a regular part of the school curriculum.

Consequently, the issue needing the attention of legislators

and Mucators is not whether to include a social studie-s curriculum
4-

in the early gr#F6s,'but how to enhance its quality in such a waY that

more students achieve from it the needed democratic commitments,

knowledge and skills.
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